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On The Run, War of Independence - 1921
© Séan Keating
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

Still Life – c. 1950 © Gerard Dillon
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

Wall of Light, Summer - 2001 © Séan Scully
Courtesy AIB Collection

Walking to the Sea - 1989 © William Crozier
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection
Border Road - 1994 © Willie Doherty
Courtesy AIB Collection

It’s a Blue Giraffe – 2007 © Shane Blount
Courtesy AIB Collection

Still Life - c. 1959 © Norah McGuinness
Courtesy AIB Collection

Blue Still Life with Knife - 1971 © William Scott
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

The Boxer © Sir William Orpen –c. 1914
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

A Race in Hy Brazil - 1937 © Jack B. Yeats
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection
The Forty Foot, Sandycove - 1940 © Harry Kernoff
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

Market Day - c. 1977 © Colin Middleton
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

Claddagh Market, Galway – 1916-18
© Grace Henry
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

Samoan Scene – c. 1923
© Mary Swanzy
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

Corpus Christi Procession - c. 1908
© Aloysius O’Kelly
 Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection

On Our Knees – 1997 © Hughie O’Donoghue
Courtesy AIB Collection

Lough Altan, Co. Donegal – c. 1930 © Paul Henry
Courtesy Crawford Art Gallery / AIB Collection